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The Fermilab Tevatron's operation for fixed-target physics from its start in 1983 until the 
end of fixed-target running in 2000 was marked by extraordinary productivity and variety. 
Some of the changing theoretical issues associated with this program are reviewed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Fermilab Tevatron was constructed with several aims m mind. 
(1) It would permit the storage of counter-rotating beams of protons and 
antiprotons at beam energies of up to 1 Te V, allowing for collisions at 
center-of-mass energies approaching 2 TeV. (2) It would demonstrate the 
first large-scale use of superconducting technology. (3) It would allow 
the Fermilab energy for fixed-target programs, which had typically been 
400 Ge V, to be doubled to 800 Ge V, and would permit a saving of 
electrical power. In this last context the Tevatron project was known as 
the "Doubler/Saver." The present article is devoted to theoretical issues 
accompanying the Fermilab fixed-target Tevatron program. 
Table 1 outlines some topics and how they evolved during the 17 years 
of Tevatron fixed-target operation, from its inception in 1983 until the end 
of fixed-target running in 2000. In many cases, theoretical questions have 
been totally transformed by the advent of precision measurements at the 
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Tcvatron and elsewhere. In olhcrs, new discoveries have raised as many 
questions as Lh cy set out lo answer. 
In 1981 Lhc Wand Z had jusl been observed, while we had only a hazy 
idea ol' where to look ror the lop quark, and the Lau nculrino was anticipated 
bul nol yet seen. Now, with precise measurernenls or W and Z masses 
and couplings, and a Lop quark mass known to a bcllcr rractional accuracy 
than thal ol' any other quark, we can begin lo ;1nlicipale Lhc Higgs boso n 
mass. For a single Higgs in the Slandard M odel , the best va lue comes out 
Lantalizingly close lo prcsenl lower lirnils I I[, The discovery or the Lau 
neutrino has been reported [2[. 
In 1981, Lhc h quark lifetirnc had jusl been .-; hown lo lie in the range 
of I ps ITI, wilh the b --'? c coupling hence surprisingly small and lhe 
/J --'? u coupling even srna lll:r [4[. The asy1m11elry in Lhe beta-decay 
I: - --'? ne- 11" i,51 disagreed with the prediction I 6 I or the Cabibbo theory 
of sernil eplonic hypcron decays. Charmed particle lil'etin1 es were slarting 
lo be mapped out [7 [ but theoretical understanding ol' !hem was prilllitivc 
Pl, lJJ, CP violalion in the neulral kaon sys tem , nearl y lwenly years after 
ils discovery [ I 0 [, .-;lil I cou ld be parametrized by a supcrweak /'.. S = 2 
interaction [I I [ mixing K 11 and K11 • The proposal [I 2 [ that phases in weak 
couplings or quarks were responsibl e ror this cffecl was still many years 
away f'rom being conf-irmed. Today, we arc close lo mapping out both 
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magnitudes and phases of weak quark couplings 113]; the beta-decays of 
:E - and other hyperons confirm the Cabibbo theory [141; the hierarchy 
of charmed particle lifetimes is at least qualitatively understood [ 15]; 
and direct CP violation (as predicted by the Kobayashi-Maskawa theory) 
has been observed in the form of a difference between the CP-violating 
ratios f(KL---+ n°n°)/ f(Ks---+ n°n°) and f(KL---+ n+n-)/ f(Ks---+ 
lf+lf - ) [16, 17]. 
Many problems in QCD and hadron structure were addressed in the 
Tevatron era. In 1983 the proton structure functions of Eichten, Hinchliffe, 
Lane, and Quigg 118] helped anticipate physics at supercolliders. The 
mechanism for quarkonium production was unclear, but a combination 
of direct QCD effects an~ electromagnetic cascades from higher levels 
seemed possible. Hyperons were found to be produced with polarizations 
which depended on transverse and longitudinal momenta and hyperon 
species. We are now the beneficiaries of greatly improved knowledge 
about both quark and gluon distributions in hadrons, for example thanks to 
precise neutrino deep inelastic scattering studies at Fermilab and elswhere 
[ 19], and are looking forward to reliable error estimates for these functions. 
Although the Superconducting Supercollider (SSC) did not survive funding 
cuts, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is on track toward operation during 
the middle of this decade. New experiments have solved some mysteries 
of quarkonium production and hyperon polarization, but uncovered others. 
During the Tevatron era the attitude of many physicists toward the 
"unexpected" may have become less flexible. In 1983 the possibilities 
for new physics seemed richer and less universally agreed upon than 
they do today. Searches were under way for magnetic monopoles, neutral 
heavy leptons, toponium, quark and lepton compositeness, and even an 
elusive bump at 1.8 MeY in the e+ e- spectrum. Today, although some 
of these searches have even been pursued recently, many physicists seem 
apologetic if they are not looking for the odds-on favorite among most 
theorists, supersymmetry. The field thus seems somewhat more monolithic 
than it was in 1983. Part of the great advantage of the Tevatron was 
the opportunity it provided for a rich variety of experiments on a scale 
that could be managed by collaborations with modest resources but 
original ideas. One hopes to see future possibilities for this variety of 
approaches. 
Roughly 45 fixed-target experiments were performed using the Tevatron 
during the period 1983-2000. These are summarized in Table 2; more 
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details may be found in Ref'. l20l ·we shall Louch upon some aspects or 
this program rro111 the theoretical standpoint. 
We describe progress on electroweak symmetry and neutrinos in 
Section II, nnd on weak quark couplings in Section Ill. Section IV is 
devoted to charmed particle lil'climcs, while Section V treats charm llli x ing 
and C P v iolation . Section VI dea ls w ith other results 011 heavy quarks. 
Two topi cs in hadron structure, the magnetic lllOlllents or baryons and Lile 
polarization or hyperons, are reviewed in Sections VII and Vil!. Some 
possibiliti es for unexpected physics are mentioned in Section IX , while 
Section X concludes. 
IJ. ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY AND NEUTRINOS 
A. Precise Measurements 
The ratio /? 11 or the rate or neutral-current to charged-current interactions 
of neutrinos was one of the f-irsl sources or information about Lhe weak 
mixing angle !·iw, defined in lowest electroweak order as sin 2 !·iw = 
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l - (Mw/Mz) 2 . This relation has continued to define Bw in the presence 
of electroweak radiative corrections, while a slightly different quantity 
Beff is measured through precise studies of Z couplings at LEP and SLC. 
Small differences between the two arise as a result of loops involving, for 
example, the top quark and the Higgs boson. 
From a simplistic viewpoint, which is a slight distortion of the actual 
situation, the neutral-current cross section CJNc(vN) involves Z exchange, 
and the Z boson's mass is well measured, while the charged-current cross 
section CJcc(vN) involves exchange of the W, whose mass is less well 
measured. Thus, measurement of Rv serves mainly to constrain Mw, 
whatever the mass of the top quark or Higgs boson. A similar conclusion 
applies to a combination of neutral-current and charged-current cross 
sections known as the Paschos-Wolfenstein [21] ratio, 
ClNc(vN) - ClNc(vN) Rpw = ~~~~~~~~-
CJcc(vN) - CJcc(vN) 
(l) 
The NuTeV Collaboration [22] has used this ratio to determine Mw = 
80.26 ± 0.11 Ge V (for nominal m1 , M H). Given the known value of the 
top quark mass [23], m1 = 174.3 ± 5.1 GeV, this value of the W mass 
can be combined with other direct measurements to constrain the Higgs 
boson mass M H to lie below about 200 Ge V. 
B. The Tau Neutrino 
The tau neutrino is the one fermion in the Standard Model that remains to 
be observed directly. Confirmation would not only cement our confidence 
in the many indirect measurements that require its existence, but also 
would help us learn how to see Vr 's in experiments which seek to study 
their appearance in oscillations. 
A number of years ago a beam dump experiment was proposed [24] in 
order to produce and study Vr 's. Cost and schedule constraints prevented 
its implementation. The main source of Vr 's was expected to be the decay 
D_t ---+ r+vr. Since then, the D.1 decay constant has been measured by 
several groups including one at Fermilab [25], with the most precise value 
[26] implying a favorable branching ratio for this process of about 6%. 
As of June 2000 the DONUT experiment (Fermilab E-872) had several 
Vr candidates, for which results now have been published [2]. 
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C. Neutrino Oscillations 
The evidence that neutrinos have mass and undergo oscillations fro m one 
species Lo another include.'> several res ulLs: 
• Neutrinos from Lhc Sun appear al lhe Earth with a probability rang ing 
from about 30 to 6() <Jc, or that expected, depending on their energies 
1271. The interpretation of this elTccL in terms or neutrino oscillaLions 
1281 allows ror several ranges or mass differences and mi xing angles. 
• Muon neutrinos produced in the atmosphere appear to oscillaLe into 
another species, most likely Pr, with near-maximal mixing sin 2 20 '.:::'. I 
and t.. 111 2 '.:::'. 3 x 10-1 eV 2 1291. 
• One ex periment 1301 has presented ev idence for the oscillation Ii" ---'> 
Ji,,, with an allowed region in sin 2 21-1 - t..m 2 resembling a sinking 
canoe. 
The conlirmation and elaboration or the second and third or these results 
is an important part of Fennilab's future fixed-target program 13 I, 321. 
III. WEAK QUARK COUPLINGS 
The pattern of charge-changing couplings of the weak quarks is as 
much a l'unclamental mystery as the masses of the quarks, and probably 
springs from the same physics. IL is expressed in terms or the uniLary 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) 16, 121 matri x V, which has four 
real parameters for three families of quarks. These may be taken Lo be 
141 (I) A. = sin 1:1c '.:::'. 0.22, where !·Jc is the Cabibbo angle 16, 33 I: 
(2) II = !V .. hl /A. 2 '.:::'. 0.8; (3) p = Re(V,,,, / AA. 1) '.:::'. 0,0 - 0.3 ; 
(4) 17 = - lm(V,,h /AA.3 ) '.:::'. 0 .3-0.5. The existence or a nonzero complex 
phase in some elements of V was a crucial ingredient in Kobayashi 
and Maskawa's explanation of CP violaLion in Lhe neutral kaon system. 
It required the ex istence or the third quark family, boLh or whose 
members were discovered at Fermilab 134, 35 I. With only Lwo families 01· 
quarks, a single parameter A. would have sufficed lo describe the mi xing 
16, 36] . 
Fermilab has played a major role in measuring elernenLs or the CKM 
matrix, either directly or via loop effecLs. Neutrino and charm experiments 
confirm the expectations of a unitary V by showing that IV,.,,. I '.:::'. I, 
IVc<il '.:::'. IV11 sl '.:::'. 0.22 115, llJI. Collider results on /1 meson and top quark 
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decays have improved our information on Vc/J and confirm (within wide 
limits) that Vrb :::::: 1 as expected from unitarity. Hyperon (~-,A, s'l, ... ) 
beta decays l 14, 37] confirm that IVu.i I :::::: 0.22 and provide insights into 
the nature of SU(3) violations 138] in these processes. Studies of CP-
violating K 0-R0 mixing [ 16] and collider experiments on B0-i3° mixing 
give information on the phase and magnitude of Vid, while future collider 
experiments on Bs-B.1 mixing will constrain the ratio I Vi.1· / Vrd I and hence 
IVidl, given our expectation that Vi.1· :::::: -Vch· 
A more extensive discussion of the constraints on V may be found in 
Refs. [l J] and [39]. Here we mention only a few key points. 
A. Direct CP Violation in Neutral Kaon Decays to Two Pions 
As noted in the introduction, the definitive observation at Fermilab of 
direct CP violation in neutral kaon decays [ 16] has qualitatively validated 
the Kobayashi-Maskawa theory [ 12], which was previously favored over 
the superweak [ 11] picture just on the basis of the magnitudes of CKM 
matrix elements [39]. My own average (June 2000) for the parameter 
Re( E1 / E) describing this effect, based on experiments at Fermilab and 
CERN [16, 17, 40, 41] is (19.2 ± 4.6) x 10-4 , where I have included 
a scale factor to account for the poor agreement among these very 
challenging measurements. More data are expected from both Fermilab 
and CERN. The present world average is somewhat above the favored 
range of theoretical predictions [ 42], but uncertainties in hadronic matrix 
elements can probably account for any discrepancy [43]. 
The decay K+ ~ n+vv is sensitive mainly to the top quark's contribution 
to a loop diagram, with a small correction for charm, and so constrains 
the combination 11.4 - p - i 17 I. One predicts [44] a branching ratio 
(2) 
so that for 0 _:::: p _:::: 0.3 one expects a branching ratio B :::::: (0.8 ± 
0.2) x 10-JO, with additional errors associated with the charmed quark 
mass and the Wolfenstein parameter A. A measurement of this branching 
~ 
I 
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ratio lo 10%1 could provide a significanl constrainl on lhe parameter p or 
could exhibit inlcrcsling dcvialions from the Standard Model prediction. 
Al present one event has been recorded by Rrookhavcn Experiment E787 
1451, corresponding to B = (I .5~ ; i) x I 0- 10 . More data arc cxpecled, bolh 
from rurlhcr analysis or E787 and rrom an approved rollow-up experirnenl 
(E949) at Brookhaven 1461. A Fermi lab propo.~al IATJ also seeks to sludy 
this process. 
The decay K 1, ---+ rr 0 f -1- p-- has imporlant CP-violating contributions, bolh 
direct (proportional to 11) and indirecl (resulting rrom the admixlurc <' K1 
of lhe CP-even stale in Kt,). Each contribution separately would give 
rise to a branching ralio B(KL ---+ rr 0e+c-) of several parts in 10 12 . 
Background from the decay K 1, ---+ y r 1- C in which a final lepton radialcs 
an cxlra pholon 1481 may I irnit the search for lhis process. Moreover, 
the CP-conserving process K1, ---+ n°yy ---+ rr 0f+f- also probably 
plays a role al a significant level. Present 90% c.l. upper limits 1491 are 
B(K1,---+ rr 0 1_e+ c-. ~l+/l-.1) = 1_5.1, 3.8J x 10- 111 , a factor of aboul 100 
above interesting levels unless the indirect contribution is far greater lhan 
most es ti mates 144, 501. 
The decay KL ---+ rr 0 JI \1 is purely CP-violating and provides a clean probe 
of 1]. The prcdiclccl branching ralio, proporlional to A4112, is expected 
to be about 3 x 10- 11 144]. The besl upper limit on the branching ratio 
utilizes the Dalitz decay of the rr 0 and is 5.9 x I0-7 1_49J. Proposals exist 
to improve these limits at Brookhaven 1511 and Ferrnilab 1,521. 
E. Other Rare Kaon Decays 
A recent study of the decay K1, ---+ /l+ /l-Y 1531 may help us to learn 
more about the CKM malrix (parlicularly lhe parameter fJ) by pinning 
down long-distance effects due to the two-photon contribution in K 1. ---+ 
y y ---+ /l + /l - . Although il is not relevant to CKM physics, one should 
also mention the observation, both al Fermilab 1541 and at CERN r551, of 
a CP- and/or T-violating asymmetry in the decay KL---+ rr+rr-e+e-, in 
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accord with theoretical predictions [56] based on the observed CP-violating 
mixing in the neutral kaon system. 
IV. CHARM LIFETIMES 
The lifetimes of charmed particles exhibit an interesting interplay of short-
distance and long-distance effects, intermediate between the case of kaons, 
where long-distance effects dominate, and particles containing b quarks, 
where short-distance physics can explain most (but not all) of the pattern. 
Several effects must be taken into account. 
I. The rate for the decay of a free charmed quark, c---+ s + (ud, ev, µ,v) 




r(c---+ s + ... ) ~ 5 - r µ, <P 
mµ, 
(3) 
where the phase space correction <I> is approximately (0.45,0.97) for 
me = 1.5 GeV and ms= (0.5,0.1) GeV, leading to a predicted 
lifetime r(c) = (1.7, 0.8) ps. This is already in the ballpark of the 
longest charmed particle lifetime, that of the D+ (see below). 
2. A modest QCD enhancement of the subprocess c ---+ sud is expected 
in the channel in which s and u form a color antitriplet [9]. 
3. Final states with two or more identical quarks can be subject to either 
destructive or constructive "Pauli interference" [57] . 
4. Long-distance (e.g., resonant) effects can enhance "non-exotic" chan-
nels, as they appear to do in the dominance of f'.i.l = 1/2 weak 
nonleptonic decays of kaons and hyperons [8]. Thus, for example, the 
lifetime of Ks, 0.089 ns, is much shorter than that (12 ns) of the K+. 
The Ks can decay to rm: in an I = 0 channel, for which the nn inter-
action is strong (if not exactly resonant). By contrast, K+ ---+ n+n° 
must be purely I = 2, and there are no known resonances with 
I= 2. 
The Tevatron has been a major player in establishing the interesting 
hierarchy of charmed particle lifetimes displayed in Table 3. Evidence for 
all of the above mechanisms seems to be present. The key to these studies 
has been the isolation of charmed particles in the presence of formidable 
backgrounds by detecting their decays, only fractions of a millimeter from 
their production, using silicon vertex detectors. 
JJurrici<' 
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1.1151±11,013 
0.4126 ± 0.0112K 
0.4% ~xgi):~ 
( '0111mc11ts 
Exotic channel; l'auli inl. luwc1·s r 
Rate QCD-cnlrnnccLI 
Rate QCD-cnlrnnccd (supp1 . hy binding'!) 
Subprocess n/ - -> .I'll effecti ve 
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0.206±0.012 
O oy8 10.021 
' O.ll l _, 
11 .33"_:; ::~~ 
Subprocess cd - > .I'll effective; Pauli int . raises 1· 
No sub11roccss cd--> .rn ; l'auli int. 1aiscs I' 
11.llMci=ll.11211 Pauli in!. 1·aiscs I' 
V. CHARM MlXING AND CP VIOLATION 
A. D 11-D 11 Mixing and Lifetime Difference 
Hoth at Ferrnilab and elsewhere, Lhere are new and polentially exc1llng 
rcsulls on the n°-iJ0 system. The CLEO Collaboralion 1591 has studied 
Lhe time-dependence of "wrong-sign" decays D11 -+ K+n - , thereby 
learning a combination ol' parameters describing Lhe mass di!Tcrcncc 6.111 
and width difference 6. r between the CP-cvcn and CP-odd combinations 
01· n° and rY1• rr one <let-ines r as the average width or these two states, 
x = 6.111/ f', y = 6.r/ f', and i5 to be a relalive final-stale phase between 
D11 -+ K +n - and f)ll -+ K +n-, the CLEO result entails 
-5.8'Yn < y' = y cos 8 - x sin 8 < I 'Yo (4) 
hinting (though not wilh sufficient significance) at a negative value of y'. 
More recently, Lhe FOCUS Collaboration (Fermi lab E83 I) 160 I has 
directly compared the lifetime of n° in the K-n+ mode, which is half 
CP-cvcn and half CP-odd, with thal in the K+ K- mode, which is purely 
CP-even, finding 
y = (3.42 ± 1.39 ± 0.74)%! (5) 
Although the deviation from zero is not yet statistically compelling, 
the cenLrnl value is far larger than theoretical predictions [ 611 and, if 
confirmed, could be a hint of new physics. 
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B. CP Violation 
CP-violating asymmetries in charmed meson decays are expected to be 
small in the Standard Model. Two factors contribute to the expected 
smallness of penguin c ---+ u amplitudes and D0-fJ0 mixing. First, 
the internal d and s quark contributions nearly cancel one another, as 
entailed in the original Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism [62]. 
Second, the largest internal quark mass in the loop diagram for c ---+ u is 
nib, which is much smaller than that (m 1) in the loop diagrams for s ---+ d 
or h---+ (d, s) transitions. If we define 
A = r(D) - r(D) 
CP - r(D) + r(D) 
the FOCUS Collaboration [63] finds 
A(D+ ---+ K- K+rr+) = -0.006 ± 0.011 ± 0.005 
A(Du---+ K- K + ) = -0.001 ± 0.022 ± 0.015 
A(D0 ---+ rr+rr-) = 0.048 ± 0.039 ± 0.025 
(6) 
(7) 
All these values are consistent with zero at the several percent level and 
represent an improvement over previous bounds. 
VI. HEAVY QUARK RESULTS 
A. Y Production 
The E605 Collaboration has studied the relative production in hadronic 
reactions of !(LS), 1(2S), and 1(3S) [64]. The relatively large height 
of the 3S peak leaves at least some role for an electromagnetic cascade 
from the 3P states, which are expected to lie below BB threshold [65]. 
B. J 11/1 and l/J' Production 
The production cross section of the J 11/1 in hadronic interactions [66] is 
too large to be accounted for purely by electromagnetic cascades from 
the Xe states [8, 67] or by direct production of the color-singlet cc state. 
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A gluonic componenl or Lhc wave runclion, involving a color-octcL cc 
slalc, scc111s Lo be required [68[. This should nol be so surprising in view 
ol' Lhe facl Lhat roughly hair the nucleon 's momentum is carried by gluons. 
Dirficulties slill exisl in explaining Lhc production or Lhc 2S c1-:: stale, Lhc 
1/r ' . (For a rcccnl oplimisLic discussion sec Ref. [69/ .) Is thi s because the 
2S .~Lale has lighl quarks in ils wave l"unclion as a rcsull or proximity lo 
/) /) Lhrcshold? Some problems must remain ror the ncxl generation or 
parlicle physicists! 
C. b Quark Production 
Many experiments al the Tcvatron (e.g., 170, 71 [) searched for the 
production or h quarks hy 800 Ge v prolons Oil a fixed largel. The cross 
section is relevant l'or C P-violalion studies now under way at similar 
e ne rgies al HERA-b. Using J /1/r's identified as /J decay products by their 
displaced vertices , for example, !he E789 Collaboration [ 72 [ has measured 
CT(pN ---+ hh + X) = 5.7 ± 1.5 ± 1.3 nb/nuclcon. Thi s value, while small, 
is larger than lhc e+e----+ hi; cross section al the 1(4S). 
Vil. BARYON MAGNETIC MOMENTS 
Several experiments al Fcrmilab have added lo our knowledge about 
hadron structure through lhe measurement of baryon magnclic moments 
[ 73 [. The naYve quark model predicts thal for a baryon composed of two 
quarks l/I of one kind and one l/2 of another, the magnetic moment will 
be [741 
(8) 
This prediction assume~ that all quarks in the baryon are in a relative S-
wave. A simple argument based on Fermi statistics and color then demands 
that the two identical quarks l/I be in a slate of spin I, and the coefficients 
in the above equation are related to the Clebsch-Gon.lan coefficients for 
coupling this system with the spin of l/2 to obtain total spin of 1/2. 
11' the ground-stale baryon contains configuration-mixed states [)5 [, 
one can still obtain some predictions [ 76 /. The proton and neutron mix 
differently with higher states than the L: and S since decuplets of SU(3) 
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TABLE 4. Baryon magnetic moments (in nuclear magnetons) in naive and 
configuration-mixed quark models, compared with experimental values 
Barvo11 Naive Mixed Experimellf 
p Input Input 2.793 
11 Input Input -l.913 
A Input > -0.75 -0.613 ± 0.004 
I;+ 2.67 2.48 ± 0.02 2.458 ± 0.010 
:Eo --+ A 
-l.63 > -1.78 - 1.61 ± 0.08 
:E-
-1.09 Input -1.160±0.025 
~o 
"' 
-1.44 Input -1.250 ± 0.014 
g-
-0.50 Input -0.6507 ± 0.0025 
~r - l.84 -2.26 ± 0.09 -2.02 ± 0.05 
contain states which can mix with the latter but not with the former. Thus, 
one writes 
µ(q1q1q2) =(A - B)µ(q1) + Bµ(q2) (p, n) 
µ(q1q1q2) =(A' - B 1)µ(q1) + B1µ(q2) C:E, 8) (9) 
The assumption that the total orbital angular momentum of quarks in a 
baryon vanishes entails the relation A = A' = 1 [76]. 
The predictions of the naive [74] and configuration-mixed [76] models 
are compared with experimental values [58] in Table 4. The configuration-
mixed model was to be judged on the basis of its prediction of a 
more negative n- magnetic moment than the naive model's prediction 
µ(s-2-) = 3µ,(s) = 3µ(/\). The experimental value is almost exactly 
between the two predictions-if anything, closer to the naive number. 
The configuration-mixed model of Ref. [76] was probably an oversim-
plification. Deep inelastic scattering experiments tell us that some of the 
proton's spin is carried by gluons or orbital angular momentum and by sea 
quarks, so it is remarkable that the naive model works as well as it does. 
The study of hyperon magnetic moments at Fermilab builds upon a 
systematic investigation of hyperon polarizations, whose pattern is still a 
puzzle for theorists. We now discuss these results briefly. 
VIII. HYPERON POLARIZATION 
A recent Tevatron fixed-target experiment on hyperon polarization, from 
which earlier references may be traced, is Experiment 761 [77]. We 
/\141 
refer lhe reader lo the original arliclcs for illuslralions of the behavior 
of polari1.ations as functions ol' Feynman x I and transverse momentum 
1'1 , and merely describe the pallcrn. Ir lhc net spin of a hypcron is par<illcl 
lo that of the strange quark(s), as in the case of Lhe f\, 8 11 , and s- , the 
po/ari1.ation is negative. Ir, on the other hand, the net spin is anliparallel 
lo lhal or the slrange quark, as in lhc case or lhc 2_;+, lhe polari1.alion 
is posilive. This behavior was understood qualilalivcly twcnly years ago 
in a rragmcnlation model by DcGrand and Miellincn 178]. However, lhc 
polarization of u11tihy/7l'1m1s was nul predicted in this model, and the 
pallcrn so far has resisted explanation. For example, the f; - is produced 
wilh positive polarization, aboul half" that of" ils anliparliclc, lhe I;-1-1 The 
3+ is produced with approximately the same polarization as the s ·· 1791! 
Prcdiclion or the pallern is anolher pu1.zle for future generalions. 
IX. THE UNEXPECTED 
The definition of "unexpected'' depends on one's theoretical predilections; 
it is lhe variety or these which leads lo surprises. 1 give just two examples. 
A. Neutral Heavy Leptons 
Right-handed neulrinos arc natural in many schemes such as SO( I 0) and 
its subgroup S0(6) @ S0(4) which seek to unify the electroweak and 
strong interactions. Large Majorana masses M 01· right-handed neutrinos 
don'l violate any known symrnclry, and lhe lepton number violation which 
they cnlai I is one candidate 180 I !'or the origin of lhe net baryon number 
of Lhe Universe. 
ll appears that neutrinos have tiny masses, possibly smaller than 0.1 eV 
on the basis of atmospheric v1, oscillations suggested by experiments at 
SuperKamiokandc 1291. The seesaw model ol' these masses 181 Im,, = 
m?)iracl M lhen implies Lhat right-handed neutrino masses M must be 
above the reach of conventional accelerator experiments, bul il is wise 
Lo search anyway. The NuTeV Collaboration 1821 has exlended previous 
experimental limits on masses and mixings of right-handed neutrinos 
produced, for example, in decays or kaons and charmed particles, and 
has placed limits 183] on the production of a 33 .6 Me V neutral lepton 
suggested by another experiment L84J. Recently NuTeV has rcporled three 
intriguing dimuon events from this search whose rate appears to exceed 
background eslimales 1851. For one inlerprelation, sec Ref. 1861. 
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B. Unconventional Families 
The repetitive family structure of the quarks and leptons is reminiscent 
of the beginning of the periodic table of the elements. Does it suggest a 
composite structure for these objects? Are new symmetries involved? As 
in the case of the periodic table, it may be necessary to see variations in 
the pattern before its origin becomes clear. Unification schemes based on 
groups beyond SO(J 0), such as £6 [87], predict such variations, entailing 
isosinglet quarks of charge -1 /3, vector-like (left-right symmetric) lepton 
multiplets, and "sterile" (weak isosinglet) neutrinos which need not have 
large Majorana masses. 
The LSND claim [30] for Vµ --+ Ve oscillations, when combined with 
evidence for solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillations, probably requires 
at least one sterile neutrino. The large hierarchy between the band t masses 
could indicate that mixing between the b and a heavier quark of charge 
-1 /3 is depressing the b mass [88]. We look forward to future neutrino 
oscillation experiments at Fermilab [31, 32] and elsewhere to elucidate the 
pattern of neutrino masses and mixings, and to searches at high-energy 
colliders which may uncover new states of matter. 
X. CONCLUSIONS 
The Fermilab Tevatron's fixed-target program has provided a superb 
variety and scope of experiments for nearly 20 years. It has addressed 
many issues through precision measurements, as is natural for a facility 
working at the frontier of luminosity rather than the highest center-of-
mass energy. Now we are entering an era of even more precise and even 
lower-energy fixed target physics at Fermilab, to be provided by the Main 
Injector. We can look forward to exciting physics from this program, in 
such areas as rare kaon decays, neutrino oscillations, and-we hope-a 
generous dose of searches for the unexpected. 
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